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Abstract 
The contribution compares results of Large Eddy Simulations of the cavitating flow in a 
model oil hydraulic spool valve using an Euler-Euler and a one-way coupled Euler-
Lagrange model. The impact of the choice of the empirical constants in the Kunz 
cavitation model is demonstrated. Provided these are chosen appropriately the 
approach can yield reasonable agreement with the corresponding experiment. The 
one-way Euler-Lagrange model yields less agreement. It is demonstrated that this is 
due to the lack of realistic volumetric coupling, rarely accounted for in this type of 
method. First results of such an algorithm are presented featuring substantially more 
realism.  
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1. Introduction 
Cavitation is a physical phenomenon that occurs in liquid flows when the liquid 
pressure falls below a critical pressure, generally of the order of the vapour pressure 
vp  /1/. As a consequence, vapour bubbles are formed and convected by the flow. 
They collapse in regions where the pressure rises again above the critical pressure. 
Cavitation denotes the whole process of vaporization, convection and collapse and 
occurs in many industrial applications such as valves, pumps, hydrofoils, chemical 
homogenizers and industrial cleaning. Additionally, diffusion of dissolved non-
condensable gas from the liquid to the cavitation bubble can occur, the so-called gas 
cavitation which, however, is not addressed here. In many cases cavitation is an 
undesired phenomenon since it is often associated with a substantial loss of efficiency, 
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as well as noise and wear. This also holds for oil hydraulic spool valves considered 
here. Although it is not possible to avoid cavitation in such components, it is, however, 
desirable to make statements about the cavitation intensity in an early design phase 
with the purpose to reduce it to a minimum. Due to the high effort needed for 
experiments the accurate prediction of cavitation by simulations becomes more and 
more important for the design of oil hydraulic devices. Common numerical cavitation 
models can be divided into three different approaches: a) models based on an equation 
of state for the homogenized fluid /2/, b) Euler-Euler models/3/ and c) Euler-Lagrange 
models/4/. The second approach considers the multiphase flow only in a statistical 
sense based on effective material properties of the liquid-vapour mixture and is state of 
the art in industrial applications and commercial flow solvers. In contrast, the Euler-
Lagrange model describes the vapour phase by discrete spherical bubbles treated in a 
Lagrangian manner thus offering new possibilities for the fundamental understanding of 
cavitation /5/. The representation of microbubbles as cavitation nuclei allows a safe 
modelling of cavitation inception, for instance. Properties of nuclei, such as the nuclei 
size spectrum and hence the liquid quality, can be taken into account directly with such 
a model. Furthermore, the Euler-Lagrange model is free of numerical diffusion for the 
dispersed vapour phase. It also allows direct modelling of gas cavitation which plays an 
important role for oil hydraulic flow. Moreover, it also offers very detailed temporal 
information for individual bubbles that can be used to calculate other physical 
properties such as erosion intensity or sound pressure level. Besides that, another 
advantage of the Euler-Lagrange approach is that it does not contain empirical 
constants, except coefficients for the momentum transfer, such as the drag coefficient, 
which are general and not cavitation specific, though. Hence, no calibration of the 
model for a specific configuration is necessary, as it is in the case of models based on 
the Euler-Euler approach. The present contribution compares results of Large Eddy 
Simulation (LES) of the cavitating flow in a model oil hydraulic spool valve using an 
Euler-Euler model and an own one-way coupled Euler-Lagrange model. The aim of this 
contribution is to compare the capabilities of the Euler-Euler approach and the Euler-
Lagrange approach for the simulation of cavitation. Using the results to optimize the 
valve geometry will be part of future work. 
2. Numerical modelling of cavitating flows 
In the Euler-Euler model the multiphase flow is described as a liquid-vapour mixture 
where the effective material properties linearly depend on the liquid volume fraction l . 
For the density , this ready 
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The pure phases are treated incompressible with constant densities l  and v for the 
liquid and the vapour phase, respectively. The mixture is governed by the compressible 
Navier-Stokes equations for a Newtonian fluid 
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together with a transport equation for the liquid volume fraction 
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to close the equation system. Here, u  is the velocity vector, p the pressure, 
Iuuu 3/2T  the shear stress tensor and  the dynamic viscosity. 
Note that a non-conservative form of the continuity equation is used that expresses the 
divergence of the velocity field in terms of the source term in (3) and is very important 
for the stability of the flow solver. The source term S models condensation and 
evaporation and depends on the cavitation model used. Here, the Kunz model /3/ 
without accounting for non-condensable gases is applied 
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where vp  denotes the vapour pressure,u  and t  are characteristic velocity and time 
related to the bulk inflow. The necessity to calibrate the empirical constants evapC  and 
condC  is a major drawback of the model as this needs to be done for each specific 
configuration. 
With the Euler-Lagrange approach the two phases are described in different frames of 
reference. The continuous liquid phase, index l , is represented in an Eulerian frame 
employing the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations 
,0lu .
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The trajectories of the discrete bubbles are described in the Lagrangian frame by 
Newton’s equations of motion 
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where bx  denotes the bubble coordinate vector, bu  the bubble velocity vector, 
3
bbb )3/4( rm  the bubble mass, br  the bubble radius, and b  the bubble density. 
The drag coefficient DC is used as given in /8/. Other interfacial forces such as lift force 
or the force due to the far field pressure gradient are neglected in the present study. 
The variation of bubble volume is modelled by the Rayleigh-Plesset equation /9/ 
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where  is the surface tension coefficient, g0p  the initial gas pressure, and b0r  the 
initial bubble radius. The second term on the right-hand side of (7) is the partial 
pressure due contaminant gas in the bubble which expands or contracts according to 
the polytropic index n . Bubble expansion is modelled as isothermal and compression 
as adiabatic. The initial gas pressure is obtained from the condition that the bubble 
needs to be at equilibrium in the initial state. 
3. Computational setup and testcase 
The models described in the previous sections were implemented in the in-house finite-
volume code LESOCC2 /10/. Details can be found in /11,12/. In the present 
contribution the cavitating flow in a model of a typical hydraulic spool valve is simulated 
(Figure 1, left). It was developed and experimentally investigated at IFD, Dresden, and 
consists of a supply channel followed by an orifice with 0,95mm gap width and a 
downstream valve chamber ending in a discharge channel. To ensure good optical 
access the model has a plain geometry. The velocity field and bubble distribution were 
obtained at the same instant in time via combined PIV/LIV/Shadowgraphy /5/. The 
computational domain was chosen as shown in Figure 1, right. The spool valve is 
operated with HLP46 hydraulic oil at a working temperature of 41.5 °C. The operating 
point considered here is characterized by a pressure loss of bar 10p  which 
corresponds to a flow rate of l/min 10 . The pressure at the outlet is 4.7 bar. 
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Figure 1: Technical drawing of the experimental setup (left) and the computational 
domain (right). Distances are in mm. 
The flow was simulated by LES using a mesh with 10.3 million cells. Due to the high 
kinematic viscosity of the hydraulic oil the Reynolds number based on the bulk inflow 
velocity and the height of the supply channel is 856Rein which is very untypical for 
LES. Indeed, the turbulence of the flow is very weak and the simulation effectively is a 
Direct Numerical Simulation, apart from the wall modelling as shown in /12/. The WALE 
model /13/ was used as subgrid-scale model with the model constant 21.0WC , but 
due to the low Reynolds number had a little impact. The vapour pressure was assumed 
to be 0.2 bar. In the Euler-Lagrange model cavitation nuclei were continuously supplied 
at the inlet with an initial bubble radius b0r  of m 5 . Coalescence and break up of 
bubbles are not considered here and will be part of future work. The vapour phase 
consists of oil vapour and air where the material properties of the mixture are assumed 
to be that of air at standard conditions. 
4. Results 
As a reference, the incompressible single phase flow is examined first. In Figure 2 the 
averaged velocity field in the centre of the valve chamber is shown together with the 
instantaneous velocity field for an arbitrarily chosen instant of time. 
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Figure 2: Simulation of non-cavitating flow in the centre plane. Left: average velocity 
magnitude, right: instantaneous velocity magnitude. 
As can be seen the flow through the small orifice leads to the development of an 
unsteady internal jet in the valve chamber. It is laminar in the region of the orifice and 
remains laminar over a substantial distance until it becomes unstable at about one third 
of the chamber height. Disturbances in the shear layer of the jet grow leading to the 
development of Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) vortices on each side of the jet. Transition takes 
place before the jet hits the upper part of the chamber. As shown in /11/, the 
occurrence of cavitation in the spool valve investigated here cannot be explained by 
the mean flow features and is only a result of the unsteady nature of the flow. The 
pressure drops significantly under the critical pressure at the centres of the KH vortices 
in the shear layers. These unsteady pressure minima are mainly responsible for the 
initial growth of the cavitation nuclei into large cavitation bubbles, while turbulent 
pressure fluctuations affect the subsequent behaviour of the bubbles. 
First, the Kunz model was applied to simulate the cavitating flow in the context of an 
Euler-Euler model. Four different sets for the empirical constants evapC  and condC were 
used: 1) 100 for both of them as in /3/, 2) 4100 and 455 as found to be the optimum for 
the flow investigated in /6/, 3) 9e5 and 3e4 /7/ and 4) 1000 and 10, respectively. The 
comparison of the instantaneous fields is not reasonable for unsteady, turbulent flows, 
so that the time-averaged vapour volume fraction is shown in Figure 3. It can be 
compared to the experimental result in Figure 4, left. 
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Figure 3: Averaged vapour volume fraction of the cavitating flow in simulations with 
Euler-Euler Kunz model for different sets of empirical constants. 
Obviously, the amount of vapour as well as the vapour distribution is strongly affected 
by the choice of the model constants. Of the cases considered, the best agreement 
with the experiment is found for case 1 (top left in Figure 3).The result in this case is 
obtained by averaging over all cavitation events in time and hence not normalized. 
Local maxima can be observed in the shear layers of the jet for both the experiment as 
well as the simulations. In the experiment the bubble grows earlier than in the 
simulations and also collapse earlier.  
The same result obtained with the Euler-Lagrange method is depicted in Figure 4, right, 
and typical instantaneous bubble distributions from experiment and the Euler-Lagrange 
simulation are shown in Figure 5. The void fraction distribution looks somewhat similar 
to case 4 with the Euler-Euler-Kunz model shown in Figure 3, bottom left, with a higher 
bubble concentration is observed in the upper part of the valve chamber, though. In 
both, experiment and simulation, relatively few but large bubbles are observed, with 
diameter of about 20% of the height of the valve chamber. Occasionally, even larger 
bubbles of up to twice of this diameter are observed in the simulation. This, however, is 
an artefact resulting from the neglected volumetric coupling and will be significantly 
improved when the effect is accounted for. This issue is addressed in the next section. 
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Figure 4: Qualitative comparison of cavitation bubble distribution by averaging of 
gray-scale plots. Left: Experiment, right: simulation with Euler-Lagrange 
model. 
                                                                      
Figure 5: Snapshot of bubble distribution for an arbitrary instant in time.            
Left: Experiment, right: Euler-Lagrange model. 
 
5. Influence of volumetric coupling in the Euler-Lagrange approach 
As mentioned in the previous section neglecting in the Euler-Lagrange model the 
displacement of liquid due to variations of the bubble volume, the so-called volumetric 
coupling, leads to an overestimation of cavitation in the simulation compared to 
experimental observations. Unfortunately, the development of a robust solution 
algorithm accounting for volumetric coupling is very challenging due to the strong 
pressure-velocity-density coupling and the treatment of the different phases in different 
frames of reference. To the best of the author’s knowledge the only method for 
unsteady simulations of cavitation with an Euler-Lagrange model that accounts for 
volumetric coupling was proposed by Shams et al. /4/ employing a Low-Mach number 
pressure-based algorithm.  
To investigate the influence of the volumetric coupling, simulations of a single 
cavitating bubble in a nozzle flow were conducted in the present project. Figure 6 
shows the temporal history of the bubble radius of an initial cavitation nucleus without 
and with consideration of volumetric coupling (label 1-way and 2-way, respectively). 
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Figure 6: Evolution of a cavitating bubble in a nozzle flow. Left: Configuration and 
trajectory of the bubble with representation of the bubble at several instants of 
time for the case without volumetric coupling. The contour plot shows the 
pressure field. Right: Temporal Evolution of the bubble radius without 
volumetric coupling (label 1-way), with volumetric coupling according to /4/ (2-
way (Low-Mach)), as well as with stable solver developed by the authors 
(2-way (own)). 
The pressure rises in the vicinity of a growing bubble due to liquid displacement leading 
to an obvious decrease of the bubble growth compared to the case without volumetric 
coupling (label 1-way).The Low-Mach number solver proposed in /4/ was implemented 
as well, but it leads to an early unphysical bubble collapse with a subsequent bubble 
rebound. This behaviour originates from the insufficient coupling between the flow 
solver and the bubble dynamics for large rates of bubble growth and hence yields an 
unstable simulation. From a principle point of view, a solution algorithm based on a 
Low-Mach number approach cannot be promising since it is based on the 
independence of pressure and density and seems to be applicable only for very small 
bubble growth rates. Hence, this method is found unsuitable for the simulations of 
cavitation in the spool valve under the operating conditions investigated here. In order 
to cope with this issue, a new stable solution method was developed for arbitrary large 
bubble growth rates (label 2-way (own) in Figure 6). As can be seen the bubble 
behaviour seems physically reasonable and the bubble life time as well as the 
maximum bubble radius are both affected by the volumetric coupling. 
6. Conclusions 
The cavitating flow in a model hydraulic spool valve was simulated by means of Large-
Eddy Simulation in conjunction with an Euler-Euler and a one-way coupled Euler-
Lagrange model. The result obtained by the Euler-Euler Kunz model strongly depends 
on the choice of the empirical constants. Both approaches can lead to similar results 
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that are in reasonable agreement with experiments in terms of bubble locations and 
bubble size. For the Euler-Lagrange model the importance of the volumetric coupling 
for the bubble dynamics, disregarded in other methods, was demonstrated. Work in 
this direction is under way. 
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9. Nomenclature 
 Volume fraction - 
condC  Empirical model constant in the Kunz model  - 
DC  Drag coefficient - 
evapC  Empirical model constant in the Kunz model - 
WC  Model constant of the WALE model - 
p  Pressure loss Pa 
I  Identity matrix - 
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 Adiabatic index - 
m  mass kg 
 Dynamic viscosity Pa s 
n  Polytropic index - 
p  Pressure Pa 
g0p  Initial gas pressure Pa 
r  Radius m 
inRe  Reynolds number related to the bulk inflow - 
 Density kg/m3 
S  Source term 1/s 
 Surface tension coefficient N/m 
t  time s 
 Shear stress tensor Pa 
u  Velocity magnitude m/s 
u  Velocity vector m/s 
x  Spatial coordinate vector m 
 
Subscripts (denoted for an arbitrary quantity ) 
b  Physical quantity related to a discrete bubble 
b0  Physical quantity related to the initial state of a discrete bubble 
l  Physical quantity related to the liquid phase  
v  Physical quantity related to the vapour phase  
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